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Coursework: File System

• A record of which files and directories are there, and 
which files occupy which disk blocks.

• Submission: a program and an essay explaining the 
program, motivating the choice of data structures in it, and 
analysing complexity of file method (about 2 pages).
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Program

• constructor FileSystem(int m):
creates a file system with the empty root directory and an 

array of m blocks which are all free.

Empty directory is different from no directory; for example, if 
you call lsdir(root) in a system with the empty root 
directory, you get String[] of length 0 back, rather than 
null.

Program
• void file(String[] name, int k) creates the file of size k KB 

in the directory indicated by the file name, and allocates 
disk blocks to it. 

• If any of the directories in the file name don't exist, they 
are also created. 

• If there are not enough free blocks for the file, throws
OutOfSpaceException. If the first directory is not root, 
throws BadFileNameException.

• Added 8/11/2006: if the file already exists, removes the 
old version (de-allocates disk blocks) and creates the new 
one. If it is a name of an existing directory, throws
BadFileNameException. 

Program
• void dir(String[] name) creates an empty directory with 

the given name. Added 8/11/2006: if the directory already 
exists, does nothing. If there is already a file with the same 
name or the name of the directory does not start with root, 
throws BadFileNameException. 

• void rmfile(String[] name) removes the file and frees the 
disk space. If the file does not exist does nothing. 

• void rmdir(String[] name) removes the directory if it does 
not contain any files, otherwise throws
DirectoryNotEmptyException. If the directory does not 
exist does nothing. 

Program

• String[] lsdir(String[] name) returns the list of short 
names of files and subdirectories in the directory. If the 
directory does not exist returns null.

• String[][] disk() returns an array where each index 
corresponds to a disk block and the entry is either null if 
the block is free or an array of strings which is the name of 
the file which occupies that block.

Hints
public class FileSystem {

// you will need an array of size m, for disk info

// you will need some data structure for holding files 
and directories, may be several data structures

// you may want to write  classes to represent Files 
and Directories
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Java hints
• Some of the following may be be useful:
• Java Collections (ArrayList, LinkedList, HashMap, 

TreeMap,….) – for descriptions follow link from the 
G5BADS web page

• System class (for System.arraycopy method and 
System.currentTimeMillis())

• Arrays class (sorting methods etc.)
• Iterators (next slide)
• StringTokenizer(“root/dir1/file1”, “/”) will chop the first 

String into tokens separated by the second String
(delimeter).

Using Iterators
Iterator<E>  it = coll.iterator(); 
// assumes coll is iterable and stores objects of type E
while (it.hasNext()){

E  nextelem = it.next();
…

}

Using StringTokenizer
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(“root/dir1”,”/”); 
while (st.hasMoreTokens()){

String s = st.nextToken();
…

}
st.countTokens() will return 2 (one is root, another dir1).

Throwing exceptions
if (unhappy) throw new SomethingException();

For example,

if (! filename[0].equals(“root”)) {
throw new BadFileNameException();

}

Warning on calling contains()
If you do write for example File class, and store File objects 

in say a list, and then want to check whether the file is in 
the list:

list.contains(file)

will use file’s equals() method to check whether it is in the 
list. So if you want a file with the same name, you have to 
write equals() for Files which checks whether two files 
have the same name. 

Warning on passing by reference
Objects and arrays are passed by reference. If you do

list1 = list2 (or array1 = array2)

and then change list2, then list1 will also change (same for 
arrays).
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Testing
• I put SimpleTest.java file on the G5BADS web page. 
• It is just checking outcomes of methods one by one. I got 

to test number 17. 
• After that I am sure you can write more similar tests and 

use debugging in the code of your FileSystem.java class.

Essay
• First of all, explain how the program works, and why did 

you choose the data structures and algorithms in your 
program

• Then analyse complexity of your file() method.
• Input parameters are:

– m the total number of blocks given to the file system
– n the total number of files and directories in the system
– mf the size of the file
– nf the length of file’s name (the number of directories it 

is under)
• In the efficient solution, the running time should be 

independent of m and n.


